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A mu[ti-valued cellular cascade of length n is a system C = 
(X, Y, H1, - • • , H~, k), where X and Y are finite, non-empty sets, the 
H~ are functions from X X Y into Y, and k is an integer function from 
{1, 2, .-.  , n} into [1, 2, . . .  , m}, m < n. 
For a given boundary condition yo in Y, we define the output function 
F from X "~ into Y of the cascade C as follows. For every 
m-tuple (x~ , --. , x,0 in X'% we set 
yl = Hi(xx(o , Y~-I) 1 ~ i ~ n, 
and F(xl , . . .  , xm) = y, 
In this paper the following result is obtained: 
T~EOnE~. Let X and Y be finite, non-empty sets, where the cardinal- 
ity of Y is not equal to 2. Then every function from X" into Y, m >/ 1, 
can be represented as the output function of a multi-valued cellular 
cascade. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
By a generalized Maitra cascade (Yoeli, 1965) or (multivalued) 
cellular cascade (Yoeli, 1967) of length n >/ 1, we mean a system 
C -- (X,  Y, H1 , . . . ,  Hn , k}, where  X and  Y are f inite, non-empty  
sets, the H~, 1 ~ i ~ n, are functions from X X Y into Y and ), is 
an integer function from { 1, 2, • • • , n} = I . into I~ ,  m ~ n. 
• This research as been sponsored in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research through the European Office of Aerospace Research, OAR, United States 
Air Force, under Grant AF ]~OAR 67-21. 
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For a given boundary  condit ion yo E Y we define the output  funct ion  
F :X  m --> Y of the cellular cascade C as follows. For every m-tuple 
(xl ,  . . -  , xm) E X m we set 
y~ = H~(xx(1), y~_1), 1 ~< i ~< n, (1) 
and 
F(x l  , " "  , x,.)  = y,~. (2) 
A cellular cascade of length n corresponds in an evident way to a 
cascaded switching network composed of n cells, as shown in Fig. 1. 
If X = Y = {0, 1}, Fig. 1 represents the extensively studied binary 
single-rM1 l~/Iaitra cascade (Maitra, 1962; Stone and Korenjak, 1965). 
Setting X = {0, 1, . . .  , M - 1}, Y = {0, 1, -.- , N - 1}, we obtain 
the M × N cascade introduced in (Yoeli, 1965). 
We call a function F :X  m --~ Y cascade-realizable if it can be repre- 
sented as the output function of a cellular cascade. So far, the cascade- 
realizability of functions has been studied for various special cases of X 
and Y. For X = Y = {0, 1}, that is, the binary single-rail cascade, 
non-realizable functions are known to exist (Stone and Korenjak, 1965). 
For X = /0, 1} and Y = {0, 1}% r >/ 2, the binary multi-rail cascade, 
Elspas and Stone (1967) have shown that every function F :X  "~ --) Y 
is realizable by a cascade of length 2 m ~ 2 ''-1 -- 2. Their work extends 
earlier results obtained by Yoeli and Turner (Yoeli and Turner, 1967) 
for binary two-rM1 cascades. The ternary single-rail cascade, that is, 
X = Y = {0, 1, 2}, is discussed in (Yoeli, 1968). The results and tech- 
niques of Elpas and Stone (1967) and Yoeli (1968) have been ex- 
M1) ~,(2) ~ % (n) 
condition H I H 2 o • • f ou%gat 
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Fx*. 1. i cellular cascade. 
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tended by Yoeli (1967) to the case where X is arbitrary and I Y 1, 
the cardinality of Y, satisfies the condition that [ Y I/2 is not an odd in- 
teger. For this case it is shown that every function F :X  N --~ Y is realiz- 
able by a cascade of length kN, where kl -- 1 and k~ = I X I (kN-1 -~ 1), 
m > 1. In this paper we treat the general case and derive the following 
results. 
TEEOnE~ 1. Let X and Y be finite non-empty sets, where I Y I ~ 2. 
Then every function F :X"  -+ Y, m >/ 1, is cascade-realizable. 
T~EOREM 2. Let X and Y be finite sets, where IX  I >/ 2 and I Y [ = 2. 
Then, for every m >/ 3 there exists a function F :X  m --* Y which is not 
cascade-realizable. 
I I .  GROUP FUNCTIONS 
Similarly as in Yoeli (1965), Elspas and Stone (1967), and Yoeli 
and Turner (1967), group functions, that is, functions from finite sets 
into some finite group, play an important role in this paper. 
We recall from Yoeli and Turner (1967), the following con- 
cepts. Let (G, .) be some finite group. Given two group functions 
f~:Xi  --+ G (i -- 1, 2), we define their composition f = f l  °f2 as the 
function f:X~ > X2 --7 G given by: 
f (x l ,  x2) = f (x l )" f (x2)  xl C X1 ,  x2 C Xe 
Consider now a group function f :X  ~ --+ G, together with an in- 
teger function X:I~ --~ IN, where m < n. We define fx as the function 
fX :xN "-+ G given by f×(xl, . . .  , XN) = f (Xxm , "'" , XX(~)). If H is an 
arbitrary subgroup of G, we call a function f :X  N -~ H decomposable 
over G if there exist functions fdX  -+ G, i = 1, . . .  , n, n >= m, and 
an integer function X:I~ -+ IN, such that f = (fl o . . . .  f~)x. If H 
is a normM subgroup of G, we associate with a function f :X  ~ G the 
function f /H :X  --+ G/H given by ( f /H) (x )  = f (x ) .H  = H.  f (x ) ,  for 
all x C X. 
In the sequel, SN and AN denote the symmetric and alternating 
groups, respectively, on the symbols 1, . . .  , N. In the Appendix we 
prove the following main result: 
T~EO~EM 3. Let X be a finite non-empty set, and m, N,  positive in- 
tegers. Then every function f :X  N -+ SN is decomposable over SN i f f  f /AN 
is decomposable over SN/AN.  
Theorem 3 generalizes the earlier esult derived in (¥oeli and Turner, 
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1967) for X = [0, 1} and N = 4. Theorem 1 follows easily from Theorem 
3, as will be shown in the next section. 
I I I .  PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2, formulated at the end of 
Section I. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
If [ Y I = 1, every function F :X  m --+ Y is trivially cascade-realizable. 
Let now F be a function from X m into Y, where X and Y are finite, 
non-empty sets, I YI > 2, and m _-> 1. To simplify our notation, we 
set Y = {1, 2, . . . ,  N}. 
With every m-tuple (xl,  • • • , x~) C X ~ we associate an even permu- 
tation f (x l , ' " ,  x~)  C AN which takes the element 1 of Y into 
F(x l ,  • . .  , xm).  Since N :> 2, such an even permutation always exists. 
We thus obtain a function f :X  m ~ AN.  By Theorem 3, f is decom- 
posable over S~. Let f = (f lof2o . . . .  fn) ~, where f~:X  ---+ S~ 
(i = 1, - . .  , n). With f~ we associate the function H~:X × Y --~ Y 
defined by Hi (x ,  y) = [fi(x)](y). Then one immediately verifies that 
the cellular cascade C = (X, Y, H1, - . .  , Hn,  ~} will have F as output 
function, for the boundary condition y0 = 1. Theorem 1 is thus proven. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following: 
LEMMA 1. For  X = Y = {0, 1} there exists a funct ion  f rom X 8 into 
Y which is not cascade-realizable. 
Proof .  We refer the reader to Stone and Korenjak (1965) for a proof 
that the Boolean function w(x l  , x2 , x3) = xlx2 v xlx~ v x2x3 cannot 
be realized by a binary single-rail cascade. 
PROOF OF THEORE~ 2 
Let X and Y be finite sets, where [X  ] => 2 and I Y] = 2. We set 
Y = {0, 1}. Let V be a function from X onto Y. For m => 3, we define 
a function F :X  '~ --', Y as follows: F(x~,  . . .  , x~)  = w[~(x~), ~(x2), 
~(xa)] for every (x~, - . .  , x~) E X "~. One easily verifies that if F is 
cascade-realizable, so is w. Hence, by Lemma 1, F is not cascade- 
realizable. 
APPENDIX:  PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
If a, b, and c are permutations such that b = c-~ac, we say that c 
t ransforms a into b. The cyclic form of b is obtained from that of a by 
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applying the substitution c. Thus, if t and u are transpositions, there 
clearly exists a permutation s which transforms t into u. Together 
with s, the permutation ts also transforms t into u, since ( ts ) - l t ( ts )  = 
s- lts = u. I f  s is even, then ts is odd, and vice versa. Thus, there always 
exists an even permutation which transforms t into u. 
An easy consequence is the following: 
L~M~A 2. Let  t, h ,  and t~ be arbitrary transposit ions in  SN • Then there 
exist even permutat ions a, b (C AN) such that 
tit2 = b-la-~tatb. (3) 
Proof. Let b and c be even permutations which transform t into t2 and 
h,  respectively. We set a = cb -~. Then 
ht~ = c-ltcb-ltb = b-~a-~tatb, 
as required. 
PROOF OF  THEORE~ 3 
Clearly, if f :X  m -+ SN is decomposable over SN, then f /AN is de- 
eomposable over SN/AN.  To prove the "if" part of Theorem 3, we use 
induction on m. The ease m = 1 is trivial. Assume now that every 
function from X m-1 into SN, satisfying the condition of Theorem 3, is 
decomposable over SN, and let f :  X ~ --~ SN be a function such that f /AN 
is decomposable over SN/AN • 
There exists an odd integer r together with r functions f , :X  ~ ~ SN 
(v = 1, - . - , r )  suehthat ,  fo reveryx  = (xl , . . . , x~) C X '~, 
f (x )  = f l (x ) f2 (x )  "'" f~(x) ,  
where f2 (x) ,  . . .  , f~(x) are transpositions, and f~(x) is either a trans- 
position or the identity e of SN, dependent on whether f (x )  is odd or 
even. 
These functions f~ can be obtained as follows: 
For every x C X ~, the permutation f (x )  can evidently be decom- 
posed into s (x )  transpositions, where 1 _-< s(x) _-< N -1 .  Let s = 
max {s(x)  i x C X"}  and set 
f s  if s - -1  (mod2)  
r =~s- t -  i if s - -  0 (rood2).  
Thus r is always odd, and r =< N. 
The required decomposition f (x )  = f l (x )  . . .  f~(x) can then be ob- 
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g[ :X  -+ SN , 1 
bk~ : X ~-~ ~ ~ 
hk" :X --~ S~ , 1 
and the functions a~ ' 
view of our induction 
rem 3. 
rained from its decomposition i to s(x) transpositions by appending, 
whenever necessary, an even number of some fixed transposition. 
Every function f~ (v = 1, • • • , r) satisfies the condition of Theorem 3. 
Indeed, for ~ = 1, we have f l /A~ = f /A~.  Since f /AN is decomposable 
over SN/AN, so i s f l /AN.  For 2 ~< p ~< r we havef i :X  m -~ S~ - AN. 
Thus, the function f i/AN is constant and is therefore trivially decom- 
posable over S~/AN. 
We now wish to show that every function f i ( ,  = 1, • • • , r) can be 
decomposed as follows: 
fi(~,xm) =[~-[~t_k~ a'°~(x)gk~(x~)b[(2:)hk'(Xm)lai"(~)gi'(X~)' (4) 
whereM = [X]  
= (x~, . . .  , x~_~) 
ak~ :Xm-1---+ SN , 14  tc 4 M 
4k~<M 
, l~<k~<M-1  
and b[  satisfy the condition of Theorem 3. In 
hypothesis, this will complete the proof of Theo- 
For the purpose of establishing (4), we need the following observa- 
tion. Since f i /AN (~ = 1, . . . ,  r) is decomposable over Ss/AN,  and 
SN/A~ is commutative, it follows easily that there exist functions 
~(:X--~ SN/A~ (i = 1, . . .  , m; ~ = 1, . . .  , r) ,  
such that 
f~/A~ = ~ ~(x~) (~ = 1, . . .  , r), (5) 
where the ~-~,-symbol refers to the group operation in SN/AN. For 
v /> 2, the functions ~ are clearly constant. In the sequel let ~ ,  
1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~< ~ ~ r, be a set of functions satisfying (5), and let t 
be an arbitrary but fixed transposition i S~.  
To simplify notations, let X = {1, " • , M}. We set 
{~ if kC j -1  
g[(j) = h i ( j )  = (6) 
if k= j - -1 ,  
fo r l - .<k~<M--  1,1 ~< ~<r ,  1 ~j~<M,  
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and 
/e if ~ , , ' (1 )+tLm"( j )=  An 
= l (7) g~'(J) t if ~,j(1) -t- ~m'(i) = Sn-  AN, 
for 1 -.< ~ < r, 1 ..< j -.< M. The + symbol denotes the group opera- 
tion in Sn/An .  
For v >/ 2, g j ( j )  = e, for .~o11 -.< j < M, since t~m'(1) = t~'( j ) .  
Let T denote the set of all transpositions in Sn. It  follows from 
(7) that 
- - i  A A • i, • f~ (x, 1)f, (x, 3)gM (2) E T 2, (8) 
for l ~< u ..< r, 1 -.< j ~< M, and every ~ = (xl, .. • , x,~-l) E X m-1. 
Indeed, 
- -1  A - ~ • 
If, (x, 1)L(~, 9)g~ 0) I /An 
= f,(2, 1)~An -t- f,(¢:, j ) /An  H- g J ( j ) /An  
m--1  m--1  
i=1  i~ l  
= An 
Thus, -i ~ • ~ • f~ (x, 1)f~(~, a)gM (a) E AN,  and since the values of f~ and 
gM ~ are either transpositions or e, (8) follows. 
Having determined the functions gk" and h~ ~ of the decomposition (4) 
by (6) and (7), we now wish to show ~hat he system (4) can be solved 
for the functions a[  and hi. For this purpose, let 
a;(~)b/(~,) . . . . . . . .  "'" ai--i(X) bM--i(x)ae (x) = dj (x),  (9) 
forl <,  <r ,  I <j<M.  
It follows from (4) and (9) that 
f~ (x, 1)fi(X, 3)gu (3) = (10) [dj (x)] [bi-l(x)] tbi_~(x)tdi (x),  
for 1 ..< ~ ..< r, 2 ..< j -.< M, and a~ E X ~-1. 
By (8) and Lemma 2, there exist functions dT:X  m-1 --, An 
i ,T i ,  . ~Tm-- i  - - -> ann oi-i.-~ An,  1 < , < r and 2 -.< j -.< M, which satisfy (10) 
By (9) we have for every 2 E X~-~: 
d~'(~) = aM~(2) 
d~-~(ff;) = a'M--~(f;)bM--~(:~)ai'(2:) (11) 
d.~(2) = a~(2;)b~'(~) . . . . . .  • .. a~- i ( z )b~- i (x )aM (x).  
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• X m-1 Eqs. (11) yield functions a~." -+ AN for 1 4 ~ 4 r, and 2 4 j 4 M. 
Setting x~ = 1, we obtain from (4) 
al"(~) = fi(z, 1) [a j (~)  -1 , , -1 , , -1 ]-1 ] [bM-1(x)] [aM--I(X)] " '"  [bl~(~) (12) 
fo r l  ~ ~ ~randevery~EX m-1. 
One easily verifies that  the functions ak", bk", gk ~, h~", determined above 
will indeed satisfy (4). 
All the functions b[/AN are decomposable over SN/AN, since the 
values of bk" are always in AN. The same holds for a[ /A~,  for k /> 2. 
Furthermore,  al"/AN is decomposable over SN/AN, in view of (12) and 
the fact that  f i /AN is decomposable over SN/A~.  
Thus, all the functions a [  and b[  derived above satisfy the conditions 
of the theorem and are therefore decomposable over SN, in view of our 
induction hypothesis. I t  follows from (4) that  every function f~ 
(v = 1, • • • , r) is decomposable over SN, and consequently so is f. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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